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Plan

1. Facts about common (CO) and universal ownership (UO)
2. Governance mechanisms
• Non-exclusive and non-exhaustive
• Skeptical provocations about potential for beneficial effects of UO

3. Why we must rethink the framework to discuss policy



Common and Universal Ownership

• Big 3 ”own” not only competitors (CO), but all kinds of other public firms (UO)
• But not private farmers in Pakistan, consumers, workers, the environment
• Ultimate investors care about the latter, to various extent. Information problem? 

• Most universal investors are not universal owners
• Asset owners’ stake 1/10 that of asset managers (AM)

What is common ownership?

Source: Schmalz (ARFE 2018)

Supermarkets (Schmalz, ARFE 2018)

FE10CH18_Schmalz ARI 10 October 2018 10:27

Table 3 Banks

JPMorgan Chase Bank of America Citigroup
Shareholder Stake (%) Shareholder Stake (%) Shareholder Stake (%)

Vanguard 7.03 Berkshire Hathaway 7.03 BlackRock 6.97
BlackRock 6.40 BlackRock 6.71 Vanguard 6.66
State Street 4.69 Vanguard 6.65 State Street 4.50
Capital Research 3.78 State Street 4.45 Fidelity 4.42
Fidelity 2.68 Fidelity 3.27 Wellington 1.77

Wells Fargo PNC Financial U.S. Bancorp
Shareholder Stake (%) Shareholder Stake (%) Shareholder Stake (%)

Berkshire Hathaway 9.85 Wellington 7.59 BlackRock 6.41
Vanguard 6.30 Vanguard 6.73 Vanguard 6.26
BlackRock 5.43 BlackRock 5.68 Berkshire Hathaway 6.08
State Street 4.01 State Street 4.80 State Street 4.38
Capital Research 3.55 Capital Research 4.37 Fidelity 3.84

This table shows the largest (institutional and noninstitutional) beneficial owners and corresponding stakes for America’s largest banks as of 2017 Q2. Data
from S&P Capital IQ.

Perhaps even more strikingly, among United’s top 100 investors, which hold more than 91%
of outstanding shares, only five don’t also hold stock of another top-four airline; the largest of
these shareholders ranks as #42. Cumulatively, these mavericks hold 1% of United’s stock, and
are thus presumably powerless, even as a group. American Airlines has seven such shareholders,
which hold a total of 1.4% of the stock. (Four of them are individuals whose private portfolios
cannot be observed and who might thus in fact hold nonreportable competitor stock.) Delta has
five such mavericks in the top 100, holding 6.8% of the stock, and Southwest Airlines has nine,
which hold a cumulative 2.7% of the outstanding stock.

Ownership patterns in many other industries look similar.3 The scope of the phenomenon also
extends beyond the United States; CoOCo is an international and fast-rising trend. For example,

Table 4 Supermarkets

Kroger Target Costco
Shareholder Stake (%) Shareholder Stake (%) Shareholder Stake (%)

BlackRock 7.89 State Street 9.42 Vanguard 7.67
Vanguard 7.71 BlackRock 8.37 Capital Research 6.24
Capital Research 7.45 Vanguard 6.73 BlackRock 5.68
Fidelity 5.37 Franklin Resources 3.80 State Street 4.14
State Street 4.39 Dodge & Cox 3.63 Wellington 3.31
Janus Capital Mgt. 2.64 Capital Research 3.34 Fidelity 2.46
J.P. Morgan Asset Mgt. 2.23 BNY Mellon Asset Mgt. 1.64 Northern Trust Global Inv. 1.49

This table shows the largest institutional and noninstitutional beneficial owners and corresponding stakes for a selection of American supermarket chains
as of 2017 Q2. Data from S&P Capital IQ.

3Both active and passive investment strategies at the fund level can lead to such patterns; the key development is consolidation
of voting and beneficial ownership rights at a more aggregate level than that of ultimate ownership. Absent a deliberate attempt
to monopolize industries such as in voting trusts of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a high level of consolidation in
the asset management sector can mechanically and perhaps inadvertently lead to the same outcome. The World Bank reports
the 2016 global stock market capitalization at $65 trillion. An asset manager with $3 trillion invested in equity would thus
hold almost 5% of the shares of every firm on the planet, and more if the holdings were clustered in particular industries or
geographies.
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Schmalz (ARFE 2018)



Asset manager growth, fund-family level
• Vanguard now 

controls more 
than 10% of the 
avg SP500 firm
• Big 3 jointly 

control ~25%
• Hard not to be 

influential when 
you’re big
• If just by 

encumbering 
voting rights
• Control is a 

scarce 
resource

• Amel-Zadeh, Kasperk &Schmalz (2022)

• Vanguard now
controls >10%
of the average 
S&P 500, single-
class firms
• Faster growth 

likely due to 
lower fees

• Asset manager 
mergers matter 
for corporate 
control 



Common vs Universal Ownership

• Impossible to correctly calculate CO/UO from 13-Fs alone
• To which extent influential investors have financial stakes in rivals / other firms?

• Elon Musk does not file 13-Fs. Neither does Mark Zuckerberg or Sergey Brin.
• Most papers in the CO literature use 13-Fs alone. (Others use data that doesn’t exist.)

• Common ownership & universal ownership not just driven by “passive” indexing
1. Active investors and activists contribute positively as well

• Diversification vs monopolization (Frey, Ockenfels, and Schmalz, 2023)
2. Centralized control across funds & consolidation of asset management

 
Figure: Largest five owners, by filer type, of three waste management companies in the U.S., based on the 
pilot dataset for proposed paper [2] 
 
The figure shows the largest five owners of three publicly traded waste management companies in the U.S.. If 
one used only 13-F holdings – as the vast majority of the finance literature on common ownership does – one 
would erroneously believe that index fund providers BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street were driving 
common ownership between the companies. Taking into account other filers as well, one realizes that Bill 
Gates’ family office Cascade and the Gates Foundation are in fact the largest owners of two of the companies. 
Cascade actively concentrates its portfolio in a small number of companies, rather than diversifies passively. 
As such, antitrust enforcers have “lower hanging fruit” than index funds to investigate if they were inclined to 
police common ownership of competitors. One would, conversely, overestimate common ownership between 
Waste Mgmt and Rollins; Rollins’ largest and arguably controlling shareholder does not in fact have holdings 
in other waste management companies at all. As such, competition authorities might pick the wrong industries 
and firms as they look for those with the highest level of common ownership, due to missing the parts of the 
data driving most of the variation. 
 
Whether the insight derived from the pilot dataset is specific to this industry or whether the pattern generalizes 
is the subject of the proposed research, which attempts to scale up the project by an order of magnitude in 
terms of number of firms covered, and complicates the scope by also including firms with multiple classes of 
shares. 
 
To obtain a comprehensive ownership database, project (ii) will download, parse, clean, and merge all available 
filings of all investors in all firms. This is a very complicated and labor-intensive process even for a small sub-
sample of firms. The following figure is meant to assure the reader that the project team has thought out the 
process in detail, thus mitigating concerns about feasibility while also illustrating while large-scale funding is 
necessary for the project to succeed. 

Amel-Zadeh, Kasperk & 
Schmalz (2022) make
data freely available at 
corporate ownership 
data.com



Real-world 
“passive” investing

There are now more than 10,000 
ETFs.

Probably not to enable 
household portfolio 
diversification.



TL;DR  --- in empirical reality

Indexing 
≠

common ownership 
≠

universal ownership



S&P 500 ownership

• Understanding x-sectional variation requires comprehensive ownership data.

 
Figure: Fraction of equity (on vertical axis) of S&P500 single-class firms (sorted by fraction of equity captured 

on horizontal axis) owned by different investor types (undiversified “maverick”, diversified, diversified within 

industry (“common”), and broadly diversified (“universal”). 

 

Based on the pilot dataset with the <10% subsample of publicly traded firms, we find in [2] that most owners 

are fully diversified, even within the S&P500. Most importantly, often the largest and most powerful ones are 

not nearly fully diversified. They either hold only one firm, or concentrate their wealth as holders of large 

stakes in competitors (“common ownership”). Moreover, we show that common ownership of industry rivals 

is significantly greater than common ownership of not horizontally related firms – although the latter would 

give greater diversification benefits. As such, our preliminary findings give reason to believe that the patterns 

illustrated above for the U.S. waste management industry are in fact more general. If they prove robust, these 

findings challenge the belief underlying much of the policy debate that passive diversification is the primary 

driver of common ownership of product market rivals. We also plan to offer formal regressions that show that 

the result in Backus et al. arguing that index drives common ownership of competitors is likely due to the 

erroneous parsing of 13F institutional investor ownership records. (In related work outside the proposed project, 

Frey, Ockenfels, and Schmalz (2022) attempt to identify non-risk-based alternative motivations of investors to 

diversify across strategically interacting product market rivals.) 

 

This result, as well as an analysis of the effect of asset manager mergers we plan to offer in [2], however, have 

the serious limitation that they are based on a small subset of U.S. public firms. The patterns found in [2] only 

cover S&P 500 single-class firms, whereas both S&P 500 membership and the choice of class structure are 

arguably endogenous to ownership choices. As such, developing sub-project much more fully into [3] that 

covers all U.S. publicly traded firms, including multi-class firms, is necessary, despite its costs in terms of PI, 

post-doc, and RA time, as well as computing and storage infrastructure. [3] also allows us to answer additional 

research questions, including how ownership vs control of major shareholders in particular firms has developed 

over time – hence the working title “Who Controls Corporate America?”. For example, Mark Zuckerberg’s 

ownership (in terms of cash flow rights) in Facebook/Meta has decreased continuously over the past decade. 

However, the control rights he holds are nearly unchanged. A divergence between cash flow and control rights 

is the major determinant of governance problems, and as such of first-order importance for the entire 

governance literature, including but not limited to the literature on common ownership. 

 

The fact that also firms in the construction sector – an important supplier to governments -- are commonly 

owned motivates sub-project (iii). More broadly, the ownership patterns documented in sub-project (ii) will 

pose the challenge to sub-project (iv) to check whether the novel equilibrium model is able to predict patterns 

that will be uncovered in [2] and [3]. 

 

 

(iii) Novel types of side effects 
To answer the question of how diversified ownership of bidders affects government procurement auctions, we 

plan to write a paper on “Procurement Auctions with Common Ownership”, in which we extend the classic 

models of auctions (Myerson 1981; Milgrom and Weber, 1982) to account for passive and active ownership 

links between bidders. For structural estimation of our models, we plan to extend the methods in (Guerre et al. 

Amel-Zadeh, Kasperk & Schmalz (2022)



Taxonomy of mechanisms (1): portfolio maximization

• Firm managers act in most influential shareholders’ interest
• Measurable interest is portfolio value. Coincides with explicit AM incentives.
• Portfolio value higher when externalities internalized.

• CO: Reduced incentives to compete.
• UO: Solve climate change? Floods in Pakistan? 

Seems to require theory that CC will hurt
 the overall economy market cap / asset prices.

• Either way, cannot believe in UO effects but not CO effects in this model

• Deviation from ubiquitous profit maximization assumption!!
• Isn’t that the only firm objective shareholders will surely agree on? No.

• Some direct evidence from Schmalz & Xin (WP 2023): “fake” generic entry 
by commonly owned firms to protect branded-drug profits



Taxonomy of mechanisms (2): standard agency conflicts

• Managers maximize firm value, subject to costly effort
• But firms are NOT price takers. Product prices determined in equilibrium.

• Common owners have reduced incentives to improve governance 
because 

Cost-reducing ”good governance” is a negative externality on rivals
• Hence, CO, if just by encumbering control rights that would otherwise 

be used to improve corporate governance, increases costs & prices
• Antón, Ederer, Giné, Schmalz (2023)



Empirical evidence for compensation channel



Taxonomy of mechanisms (2): standard agency conflicts

• UO/CO have reduced incentives to engage for many other reasons
• Probably with similar effects on product market prices

• Can “being lazy” and enabling “quiet life” also implement UO 
incentives?
• Yes: Fewer emissions, by reducing output. Technology spillovers (not 

enforcing a patent).
• No: no less hate speech on facebook?



Both mechanisms simultaneously at work?

• Asset managers (not asset owners!), who are supposed to monitor 
portfolio firm managers, joined managers to abandon profit-maximization 
as the firm objective
• In favor of …

• Weak, diversified principals don’t enforce own-firm-value maximization?
• Reflection of a double agency problem?



Active mechanisms are everywhere!

• @martincschmalz & Shekita (2021) list 30+ active CO interventionsDo investors really do this?

30

But do investors really design pay packages with the 
goal of affecting industry output?



Real-world 
example of 
active UI / CO 
mechanism?

What the argument isn’t
§ There is evidence that investors ask firms to reduce output 

and increase prices (Shekita, SSRN 2021, @martincschmalz)

§ But that’s not the (main) point
12



… meanwhile …

• When TX governors ask about climate-change
• BlackRock says they do “not pressure the companies it 

backs to lower their emissions”

• I am confused and look forward to learning from
Becht, Franks, Miyajima, Suzuki on ESG
• Overlap btw ESG and universally recognized social 

problems?



Why it might be harmful to believe UO will solve 
social problems (in quantitatively important ways)
1. Distracts from real solutions and allows societal harm to continue
• E.g. politicians get a free pass

• But: complements or substitutes?

2. If so, harms [utilitarian] investors
• E.g. redistribution (fees) from 

households/investors to asset managers

3. Harms institutions, e.g.
• Regulators that are supposed to regulate but don’t
• Central banks (CB) that aren’t supposed to regulate but do

• Consume resources at populace’s expense, financed by inflation or reduced gvt budget



The Solution (This is a provocation to start a lively discussion.)

• Strengthen self-interest and high-quality government regulation
• We need more corporate profit maximization, not less
• Individual self-interest, incentives to compete, Wealth of Nations etc.

• Strengthen civic engagement rather than outsource to AM and CBs

• Unfortunately, that’s hard, and a constant struggle
• And hence an unpopular message
• And I guess slightly political?



An objective reason to re-think policy debate

• Diversification benefits individual investors because it reduces risk
• Reduced cost of diversification causes greater of allocation to equity,

• … which increases the price of equity
• … which reduces expected returns
• … which reduces expected wealth
• … which harms investors as a group (no surprise)

• … across the entire wealth distribution. (But may benefit firms and consumers.)

• Hence, the common-ownership policy tradeoff cannot possibly be
• Benefits of investor diversification vs. costs of reduced competition
• Partial equilibrium view gets the policy tradeoff qualitatively wrong

à Need to take into account eqm asset prices in serious policy discourse 
• Suspect this is true also for universal ownership

Schmalz & Zame, Index 
Funds, Asset Prices, and the 
Welfare of Investors, 2023 



Summary

1. Much of the debate thus far lacked a factual basis
• In particular on levels and drivers of common and universal ownership

• No evidence either is primarily or only driven by textbook indexing
• Indexing ≠ common ownership ≠ universal ownership

2. “Mechanism” discussion would benefit from more work
• Lazy owners / quiet life can explain higher costs and prices prices

• Does that mechanism also allow for beneficial effects of universal ownership?

3. The intuition on policy tradeoff flips in an equilibrium model
• Equilibrium thinking seems necessary to get this one right


